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Chapter 1: Ceres

Ceres in Leo:

Your parents were really proud of you.  This instilled a strong confidence in you.  You nurture by
demonstrating pride in the object of your desires and  showing gratitude and appreciation.  You can also show
caring by helping them develop their own  creativity and greatness.  You like to be nurtured by hearing how
great and wonderful you are as well.  You could work in a position as a master chef, working in the creative
arts, or coaching, especially with children.

Ceres in 6th house:

This placement is strong for Ceres, as this house resonates with the archetype.  You are very particular about
the foods you eat, and may be very sensitive to certain foods, diet is important.  You love taking care of small
animals, and pets and may have interest in pursuing this as a career, - veterinarian etc. Another avenue for your
vocation is the health care industry.

Ceres Opposition Asc.:

You're likely to attract relationships that are very nurturing people and the caretaker type.  They will be good
with the domestic life, cooking, and taking care of you and others. This may be something you need to integrate
into your own persona, so by learning from your partnerships will teach you how to express this part of
yourself.

Chapter 2: Pallas

Pallas in Taurus:

You are very creative in the material realms, with a talent for knowing the value of things, You are especially
great at financial planning and a budgeting wizard.  You are great at making things, from manufacturing to
sweaters you are highly perceptive in how to make things. With a natural talent for money planning you know
how to earn money and make a living even with just the basics.  You would do well in the healing arts such as
massage therapy, or hands on healing. Your artistic side is strong.

Pallas in 3rd house:

You communicate very clearly and on purpose no minced words with you.  Communication is strategic for you.
This placement is excellent for writers.  Your words spoken or written may seem planned or calculated.  Your
sibling may be very Athena like; focused, ambitious, intellectual.  If you have a sister relations should be good
between you. This placement is good for writers, teachers, sales people.

Pallas Sextile Neptune:

You are very creative and artistic most likely in art, music, decorating, and even inventing new things. You
have a knack for bringing things together seemingly out of nothing.  You are adept at utilizing the creative force
to bring your visions into manifestation.   The strong intuition you have leads you to the answers you and others
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seek.  You can be an oracle to others.

Chapter 3: Juno

Juno in Capricorn:

Your partnership needs depend on structure, and security. This may be the reason you marry.  Your partner will
be ambitious, a bit older, and very career minded.  He or she will be climbing the ladder of success which is
another item you look for in long term committed relationships. There is a sense of formality and tradition you
seek in your relationship.

Juno in 11th house:

You will be friends with your significant other, you may have started out that way or been introduced by
friends.  You may enjoy being with friends as a couple. When someone mentions your name, they automatically
think of your partner as well.  The two of you spend much time in public, and with groups of people.

Juno Trine Pallas:

You will have many of the same or similar tastes with your partner in the creative and academic realms. You
and your other half are supportive and encouraging to each other with your inventive, creative, and scholastic
pursuits, assisting in your overall compatibility in the relationship.

Chapter 4: Vesta

Vesta in Libra:

You are very dedicated and devoted to partnerships.  You have high regard for your partner. Co-dependency
may be an issue with this placement.  Be sure not to forsake your own identity and purpose by giving all to your
partner.  You like being with your other half and may work with him or her.  Keeping harmony is a spiritual
calling you hear and respond to. Sexually you can be very accommodating achieving balance and harmony
between both of you. There may be role reversal.

Vesta in 8th house:

You are devoted to deep spiritual transformation; sexuality is one of the ways you do this. You have interest in
psychology, karma, and the occult, you dedicate your life to research in the hidden areas, the taboos.  By diving
in deep you transform your life through catharsis.  Sex may be intense with one or with multiple partners.
Tantric practices will help your spiritual journey. You have a deep honor of your ancestors and to people who
are on the other side.  Investing in stocks is also a manifestation of Vesta in this house.
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Vesta Conjunct Sun:

You are very focused and committed to your purpose in life. You will work diligently and with all the devotion
in your hear to carry things through.  This may mean that you are a little self-sacrificing at times which will pay
off in the long run.  You identify with having a cause or destiny you came into this life to fulfill and you have
the tools needed to be successful.  Sexually you may identify yourself either as a chaste person, or one who is
devoted to all, but no one in particular.  This can mean you want to give of yourself (sexually) to many without
having an ego attachment involved, like an open relationship. Archetypes; nun, priest, prostitute, celibate,
nymph, workaholic.

Vesta Conjunct Mercury:

You have a very strong mind that can focus on the minute details, and keep the concentration going for long
periods of time. You can even seem obsessive to others as you don't lose your train of thought. You are good at
keeping your word as you feel your word is your honor.

Vesta Trine Asc.:

You have a knack for knowing how to organize and get things done.  It may be your power of focus and your
high commitment that prevails and accomplishes major tasks.  You have a strong sense of duty and are
dedicated to whatever cause you decide worthy of pursuing.

Vesta Square Juno:

There may be conflict in your relationships regarding time spent away from each other vs. time spent together,
you will have to make sure you don't alienate your other half, while working, and devoting time to your cause.
This will cause the marriage stress, the challenge is to balance alone time, and together time to keep the flames
of passion going.

Chapter 5: Chiron

Chiron in Pisces:

You are keenly intuitive and very imaginative this leads you to a spiritual life. Your biggest concerns really are
spiritual in nature, becoming a better person, healing those in need, and tuning yourself to the highest spiritual
vibrations.  You have interest in the law of attraction, creative visualizations, and will become the master and
teacher of these subjects. This placement is good for shamans, reiki masters and psychics.

Chiron in 2nd house:

You may make your money through a healing modality, or as a teacher, mentor or astrologer.  You value
healing, and education and mentoring others, and leaving them an ideal to strive for in their lives. Spiritual
values are important to you. You may have lessons to learn around the value of money, and this can be a major
wound you need to heal. Many took a vow of poverty in previous lives, if this sounds like you, then it is time to
renounce that vow and recommit to a vow of prosperity, as that is a highly spiritual vibration.
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Chiron Sextile Moon:

You make a great counselor, and caretaker with this harmonious aspect. You have a soothing personality to
others making them feel at ease and welcome in your presence. Your mother was soothing and healing towards
you encouraging emotional support for you and your endeavors. You instinctively understand others emotional
needs putting you in favor with them making relationships especially with women harmonious.

Chiron Opposition Venus:

Relationships can seem hard with this aspect, it can bring the search for the soul mate to help heal your inner
wounds. Your wounds revolve around feeling loved, wanted and needed, so the search for someone to feel
those shoes is a difficult task. Unrequited love, triangulations, entanglements, or falling for those who are
unavailable can be problematic for you. Do some healing  work on yourself, improving your self-esteem, image,
get a makeover, treat yourself and love yourself, and you will attract the right person for you.

Chiron Opposition Mars:

You may attract relationships that can be combative, and need healing.  You may have to learn to stand in your
own power and take the appropriate action that leads to inspiring others.  This may be very difficult and cause
many battles.  You need to honor yourself and the rights of others as well. This can be a tricky aspect to have.
You may have to help others discover their inner drive and potential and guide them to have the strength to
move forward.

Chiron Square Saturn:

Many serious challenges and disciplines have been placed in your path.  They were all very serious karmic
lessons, that you survived and conquered.  What did you learn from these experiences and how did you grow as
a result?  That is what should be asked and looked at in a positive growing experience type way.

Chiron Trine MC:

You have many special skills and talents, they are easily shown and rewarded through your career and standing
in life.  You just have to make sure to utilize your special talents and skills, and not waste them, that is the
challenge.  You may possess some healing ability or knowledge, that will be utilized in your work life.
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